Most of the works on planning and learning, e.g., planning by (model based) reinforcement learning, are based on two main assumptions: (i) the set of states of the planning domain is fixed; (ii) the mapping between the observations from the real word and the states is implicitly assumed, and is not part of the planning domain. Consequently, the focus is on learning the transitions between states. Current approaches address neither the problem of learning new states of the planning domain, nor the problem of representing and updating the mapping between the real world perceptions and the states. In this paper, we drop such assumptions. We provide a formal framework in which (i) the agent can learn dynamically new states of the planning domain; (ii) the mapping between abstract states and the perception from the real world, represented by continuous variables, is part of the planning domain; (iii) such mapping is learned and updated along the "life" of the agent. We define and develop an algorithm that interleaves planning, acting, and learning. We provide a first experimental evaluation that shows how this novel framework can effectively learn coherent abstract planning models.
Introduction and Motivations
Several automated planning techniques are based on abstract representations of the world, usually called planning domains. A planning domain can be formalized by a finite state transition system 1 , i.e., a finite set of states, actions, and a transition relation [7, 8] . This abstract representation is both conceptually relevant and practically convenient, since it allows a planner to reason and generate plans at a high level of abstraction. For instance, in order to plan how to move a robot from a room to another room in a building, it may be convenient to adopt a planning domain that encodes an abstract topological map of the building, such that each state corresponds to (the fact that the robot is in) a given room, and transitions correspond to (complex) actions that move the robot from one room to an adjacent room.
While an agent can conveniently plan at the abstract level, it perceives the world and acts in it through sensors and actuators that work with data in a continuous space, typically represented with variables on real numbers. For instance, a robot does not perceive directly the fact that it is in a given room/state, instead it perceives, e.g., to be in a position of the building through sensors like odometers or the images from its camera. Similarly agent actions' effects in the environment are continuous transformations, e.g., "the robot has moved forward 5.4 meters". It is part of the cognitive capability of the agent to fill the gap between these two different levels of abstractions.
Most of the works in planning and learning, see, e.g., [22, 6] assume that (i) the finite set of states of the planning domain is fixed once forever at design time, and (ii) the correspondence between the abstract states and the observations (represented with continuous variables) is implicit and fixed at design time. This is the case of most of the works on planning by (model based) reinforcement learning, see, e.g., [21, 22, 23, 19, 20, 14] 2 , which focus on learning and updating the transitions between states, e.g., the probabilities of action outcomes (or rewards) in an MDP framework. They support neither the learning of new states nor the updating of the mapping between the real world and the abstract model.
In many cases, however, having a fixed set of states and a fixed mapping between the perceived data and the abstract model is not adequate. There may be situations in which the agent perceives data which are not compatible with any of the states of its abstract model. For instance, a robot may end up in unknown and unexpected states of the world. Consider the simple example in which the task is to navigate in a restricted part of a building, and instead, due to some reasons, like a navigation error, or an unexpected open door, the robot ends up in a different part of the building. Similarly, along its life, an agent could also revise its mapping between its abstract model and the real sensed data. In general, the (number of) states and the mapping to perceptions may be not obvious at design time, and thus be incomplete or not adequate.
In this paper, we provide a formal framework in which the agent can learn dynamically new states of the planning domain. Moreover, the mapping between abstract states and the real world is part of the planning domain of the agent, and it is learned and updated along the "life" of the agent. Given this framework, we provide the following contributions: (i) We model agent's perception of the real world by a perception function that returns the likelihood of observing some continuous data being in a state of the domain. We define a criteria based on the perception function to extend the set of states. Intuitively, when the likelihood is too low for all the existing states, a new state is created; (ii) We define an algorithm that interleaves planning, acting, and learning. It is able to discover that the abstract model is not coherent with the real world. While planning and acting, the algorithm updates both the set of states and the perception function of the planning domain. The learning mechanism can be defined in several different ways, depending on whether we follow a cautious strategy, where changes are made only if there is a certain number of evidences from acting and perceiving the real world, or a more impulsive reaction to what the agent has just observed. Moreover, we define a measure of coherence between the planning domain and the real world as perceived by the agent; (iii) We provide a preliminary experimental evaluation that shows how this novel model for planing, acting, and learning lets the agent converge to a model which is increasingly coherent with the state of the world.
Planning, Acting, and Learning
A (deterministic) planning domain is a triple D = S, A, γ , composed of a finite non empty set of states S, a finite non empty set of actions A, and a state transition function γ : S × A → A. A planning problem is a triple P = D, s 0 , S g composed of a planning domain D, an initial state s 0 ∈ S and a set of goal states S g ⊆ S. A plan π for D is a policy, i.e., a partial function from S to A. The way in which an agent perceives the world is modeled by a perception function, i.e., a function f : R n ×S → R + , defined as f (x x x, s) = p(x x x|s), where p(x x x, s) is a join PDF on R n × S. In other words, f (x x x, s) is the likelihood of observing x x x being in a state s. Hereafter, if not explicitly specified, with "planning domain" we will refer to extended planning domain.
Example 1 A simple planning domain with four states is shown in Figure 1 . The transition system is shown in Figure 1 .(a), the relative perception function is shown in Figure 1 .(b), and the real world, composed of a 3 × 2 building is shown in Figure 1 . We now introduce an algorithm that interleaves planning, acting and learning. Not only it is able to learn/update transitions between existing states of the planning domain, but it can also learn/update the perception function, and properly extend the planning domain with new states. Algorithm 1 PLANACTLEARN (PAL) takes in input a planning problem and a perception function. At line 4, plan(P) generates a plan π by applying some planning algorithm for deterministic domains 3 . If plan(P) does not find a plan to the goal, then it generates a plan to learn the domain, e.g., a random policy. We then execute the planned action π(s 0 ) in the current state s 0 , and perceive the data from the real world as a vector of real numbers x x x (line 6). We then determine the state s 0 that maximizes the likelihood of observing x x x (line 7); if such a likelihood is below the threshold (1 − ) · max p init (·) with ∈ [0, 1], and where p init (·) is the initialization function of the perception function, then we extend the set of states S with a new state s new , and initialise its perception function f (·, s new ) with p init (·) (lines 9-11). Notice that, low values of , promote the easy introduction of new states, while with high values of we are cautious in creating new states. In the extreme case, i.e., with = 1, we never add new states. π ← plan(P) 5:
while π(s 0 ) is defined and γ has not been changed do 6:
x x x ← act(π(s 0 )) 7:
end if 13:
T ← append(T, s 0 , π(s 0 ), s 0 ) {extend the transition history with the last one} 14:
Ø ← append(Ø, s 0 , x x x ) {extend the observation history with the last one} 15:
We then extend the sequence of transitions T and of observations Ø, and learn the new transition function γ and the new perception function f . The functions update trans and update perc update the transition function γ and the perception function f , respectively, depending on the data available in T and Ø. The update functions take into account (i) the current model, (ii) what has been observed in the past, i.e., T and Ø, and (iii) what has been just observed, i.e., s 0 , π(s 0 ), s 0 and s 0 , x x x . The update functions can be defined in several different ways, depending on whether we follow a cautious strategy, where changes are made only if there is a certain number of evidences from acting and perceiving the real world, or a more impulsive reaction to what the agent has just observed. Updating transitions: update trans decides whether and how to update the transition function. Suppose that, after executing the action a from the state s 0 , the agent perceives x x x, and suppose that s 0 = argmax s (f (x x x, s)), i.e., the most likely reached state, is different from the state predicted by the agent planning domain, i.e., s 0 = γ(a, s 0 ), then γ may need to be revised to take into account this discrepancy. Since our domain is deterministic (the transition γ must lead to a single state), if the execution of an action leads to an unexpected state, we have only two options: either change γ with the new transition or not. We propose the following transition update function that depends on α:
Notice that, if α = 1, we are extremely cautious, we strongly believe in our model of the world, and we never change the transition γ. Conversely, if α = 0, we are extremely impulsive, we do not trust our model, and just one evidence makes us to change the model. In the intermediate cases, α ∈ (0, 1), depending on the value of α, we need more or less evidence to change the planning domain.
Updating the perception function: The update of the perception function is based on the current perception function f (x x x, s) for s ∈ S and the set of observations Ø. We suppose that the perception function is parametric on θ θ θ = θ 1 , . . . , θ k . In Example 1, θ θ θ = θ 1 , θ 2 with θ 1 = µ µ µ and θ 2 = Σ Σ Σ, i.e., the mean and the covariance matrix of the normal distribution associated to any state. Given a new observation x x x, s and a set of previous observations Ø(s) = x x x (0) , . . . , x x x (k) about an abstract state s ∈ S, we have to update the parameters θ θ θ s of the perception function f (·, s) in order to maximize the likelihood of the entire set of observations extended with the new observation. Also in this case the agent can be more or less careful in the revision. This is expressed by a parameter β ∈ [0, 1], where, the higher the value of β the more careful the agent is in the revision.
where L(θ θ θ, x x x (1) , . . . , x x x (n) , s) is the likelihood of the parameters θ θ θ for the observations x x x (1) , . . . , x x x (n) , defined as:
Intuitively Equation (2) defines the parameters θ θ θ s of the updated perception function for a state s as a convex combination, based on the parameter β, of the parameters of the previous perception function for s, i.e., θ θ θ s and the parameters θ θ θ that maximize the likelihood of the past and current observations about state s (equation (3)). An efficient procedure for incremental estimation of the second term of (2), is described in [2] . In case of Multivariate Gaussian distribution, θ θ θ s contains the mean µ µ µ s and covariance matrix Σ Σ Σ s , and the updates defined in equation (2) can be efficiently computed as follows:
Concerning the parameter β ∈ [0, 1], it plays the similar role as α in the case of the revision of the transition function. It balances the update depending on whether the agent is cautious or impulsive about the current perception function, and the new perceptions.
Example 2 Let us now describe how our algorithm works in Example 1 and how the goal is reached by creating new states and changing the model to the one described in Figure 2 .
1. Suppose that the robot is initially in the position (0.5, 0.5) and that, according to its perception function, it believes to be in s 11 (notice indeed that s 11 = argmax sij f ((0.5, 0.5), s ij ) when f ((x, y), s ij ) = N ((0.5, 0.5), µ µ µ = (i − 0.5, j − 0.5), Σ Σ Σ = ( 1 0 0 1 ))).
(line 4)
According to the planning domain in Figure 1 .(a), P lan(P) can generate two plans, the one that reaches the goal passing through s 21 and the one that passes through s 12 . Let us suppose that it generates the former, i.e., the plan π(s 11 ) = e and π(s 21 ) = n.
(line 6-7)
Since π(s 11 ) is defined, we execute the action e, which moves the robot of one unit in the east direction, and returns the current position in x x x, which will be some value close to 1.5, 0.5 . Notice that we cannot assume that x x x is exactly 1.5, 0.5 , since we have to take into consideration that sensors and actuators can be noisy. So suppose that the observed values after the execution of π(s 11 ) are 1.51, 0.49 . Given the current f , the state s that maximizes f (x x x, s) is s 21 , therefore s 0 = s 21 .
4. (lines 8,13,14 ) Suppose that the condition on line 8 is false. We then do not create a new state. We add the transition to the history and we have T = s 11 , e, s 21 . Similarly we have Ø = s 21 , 1.51, 0.49 .
(lines 15)
We then update the transition function: update trans does not produce any change, since s 21 = γ(s 11 , e). Indeed in this case the transition function γ correctly predicts, at the abstract level, the effects of the execution of action e in state s 11 .
(line 16)
The update of the perception function will slightly move the mean µ µ µ, from 1.5, 0.5 in the direction of the current perception i.e., 1.51, 0.49 and the Σ Σ Σ will also be updated.
7.
We then update s 0 to s 21 and go back to (lines 3,4). Since π(s 21 ) = n, we execute the action moving one unit north from s 21 . But the execution of this action does not have the effect that is expected by the agent, i.e., it does not reach state s 22 . Indeed, the execution of n starting from the position 1.51, 0.49 would result in hitting the wall, the presence of which was not expected by the agent. Let us suppose that the execution of this action will result in the robot doing nothing, and act(π(s 21 )) will return the value x x x which is the same as the previous one i.e., x x x = 1.51, 0.49 . 
If α < 1/2, we are reasonably keen to learn from acting in the real world that the state that maximizes equation (1) is s 21 and update trans deletes γ(s 21 , n) = s 22 and adds γ(s 21 , n) = s 21 , i.e., the agent understands that there is a wall that does not allow the robot to move north from state s 21 . If instead α > 1/2, then the state that maximizes (1) is s 22 and γ(s 21 , n) = s 22 will be kept. Notice that after k attempts to execute the actions n in state s 21 without updating the transition function, in order to change the transition function it is enough to have α < k 1+k . So if α = 1, sooner or later the agent will update γ.
10
. At this point we go back to P lan(P) which generates the alternative plan that passes through s 12 , and sends the robot back to state s 11 and then to state s 12 , in a similar way to what happened in the case of going through s 21 .
11
. At this point the planning domain of the agent is shown below. Notice that the goal is not reachable. 14. The next step is similar to the previous one. Since there is no plan to the goal, plan(P) tries to learn the domain, and state s 32 is created, transition γ(s 31 , n) and the corresponding f are created. Since no plan to the goal exists yet, while trying to learn the domain, plan(P) may add the new transitions γ(s 31 , w) = s 21 and γ(s 32 , s) = s 31 15. In the final step, plan(P) learns the transition γ(s 32 , w) = s 22 , and finally finds the plan to the goal π(s 32 ) = w. Furthermore, the agent has updated its initial planning domain, obtaining the planning domain shown in Figure 2 . Notice that this planning domain is not completely correct, as there are no information about the execution of actions in s 22 . This is due to the fact that, in this simple example, the agent has planned no actions in s 22 (since it was the goal) and therefore it has not learned anything about the transitions and the perceptions functions of this node.
Measuring the coherence of the model
In order to estimate the quality of the model generated by the PAL algorithm, we should define a method to measure the coherence between an abstract model with perception function and the real world.
We introduce a measure called divergence. Intuitively, a low divergence means that if γ(a, s) = s , then if the agent perceives to be in s and performs a, then after the execution of a it will perceive to be in the state s .
We suppose to have a stochastic model of the real execution of actions. Under Markovian hypothesis, every action a ∈ A can be modeled as a conditional PDF p a (x x x |x x x), which expresses the probability of measuring x x x after executing the action a in a state in which the agent perceives x x x. It represents the effects of executing the action a in the real world.
To measure the quality of the abstract planning domain, we have to compare p a with how the action a is modeled in the domain. Suppose that an agent perceives x x x, and that the state s maximizes the likelihood of perceiving x x x. Suppose that the action a is executed. According to its abstract model, the agent will believe to be in the state s = γ(a, s). After the actual execution of action a, it will perceive x x x with a probability p a (x x x |x x x). However, according to the agent's abstract model, the probability of observing x x x after the execution of a is p(x x x |s ). The closer the two distributions are, the more coherent the abstract representation is. To estimate how well p(x x x |s ) approximates the real distribution p a (x x x |x x x), we use the notion of divergence, which is the opposite notion of coherence (the lower the divergence, the higher the coherence), and we formalize it with the KL divergence KL(p a (x x x |x x x)||p(x x x |s )), defined as:
We can therefore define the divergence measure as
where s x x x = argmax s∈S f (x x x, s)) and p A (x x x) is a distribution of all the possible perceptions that can be obtained by the agent following all the possible sequences of actions, i.e.,
where A + is the set of finite non empty sequences of actions in A and x x x (0) is the perception of the agent in the initial state. However, computing (4) analytically is very difficult. We therefore estimate (4) by random walk sampling method. Starting from an initial observation x x x (0) we generate N random walks a 1 , . . . , a N , with a i = a i,1 , . . . , a i,ni and sample x x x (i) from ni j=1 p aij (x x x j |x x x j−1 ). We approximate (4) with
where s (k) = argmax s∈S f (x x x (k) , s) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. In our specific example, since we are working with Gaussian distributions, we have that p a (x x x |x x x) = N (µ µ µ = a(x x x), Σ Σ Σ = Σ Σ Σ a ), where a(x x x) is some real function that maps x x x in the expected value a(x x x) after performing the action a, and Σ Σ Σ a is the model of the noise of the sensors/actuators associated to a. 
Experimental Evaluation
To explain and evaluate PAL and its effects depending on different parameter settings, we propose two sets of experiments. We first run PAL on Example 1 and successively we run the algorithm on a larger artificial test case. Since the paper does not focus on a specific plan generation technique, we implement our approach using a naive planner, which uses an heuristic based on the distance from the goal.
In the first experiment, the initial planning domain is shown in Figure 1 and, for different configurations of the parameters α, β, and in {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}, we run the PAL algorithm 10 times. We measure the average number of states of the final model (|S|), the reduction/improvement of the divergence ("% lrn") and the percentage of achieved goals (%G). The results are reported in table 1. Consider first the effects of the parameter :
• = 1 prevents the creation of new states. Indeed, in all cases, no new state is created, and, as expected, the learned model is not more coherent than the initial one -the percentage of learning "% lrn" ranges from a negative number (−11.7) to very low improvement (0.26). Indeed, without creating new states, PAL never understands that there are new rooms. Because of this lack of coherence, in many cases PAL does not manage to reach the goal within the given timeout (100 steps). The reason why in some cases it manages to reach the goal is simply due to the fact that, when no plan exists according to the model, then a random policy is tried, which in some cases reaches the goal by chance, due to the simple and small domain.
• = 0 tends to create many new states: |S| ∈ [20.2, 32.9]. In spite of this, when α = 0, the learning is much better than when no new states are created ("% lrn" ∈ [0.49, 0.54]) and the goal is often reached. The learning gets worse by increasing α, since we learn many new states that are however scarcely connected to the states in the initial model. • = 0.5 represents a balanced situation. The number of new learned states is the right one (|S| ≈ 6) for all the values of the other parameters. Moreover, with α = 0 we have the best learning of a coherent model ("% lrn = 0.72)), since we allow the update of the transition function by connecting the two new states with the four initial ones. The performance of learning smoothly decreases by increasing α to 0.5, while it becomes low in the case of α = 1, due to the fact that the new states are not connected with the old ones.
In the case α = 0 and α = 0.5, the parameter β, when it is low (β = 0), tends to decrease the amount of learning towards a coherent model, by producing the two worst results ("% lrn" = −11.17 and −4.71) in the case = 1. This is because, since we cannot learn new states, with a low β we allow the perception function to move the same old states to different positions, thus creating a rather incoherent model. In the second set of experiments, we consider a 5 × 5 building with randomly generated walls completely unknown by the agent. Differently from the previous experiments, we test the capability of PAL to create a planning domain from scratch, while it is trying to achieve 10 randomly generated goals. We initialise the agent with a model containing only two states, i.e., S = {s 0 , s g0 }. The mean µ µ µ s0 of the initial state is set to 0.5, 0.5 , the mean of s g0 of the perception function of s g0 is randomly generated. The covariance matrixes Σ Σ Σ s0 and Σ Σ Σ sg 0 are initialized to ( .1 0 0 .1 ). The objective of the agent is to reach the goal s g0 , and successively to reach other 9 goals s g1 , . . . , s g9 , which are also randomly generated. We run this experiment, for every combination of α, β, and in {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}. In Figure 3 we report the divergence (in the three plots on the left of the figure) and the number of states that are generated (in the three plots on the right) depending on the time used by PAL to plan, act and learn (the x axis), and depending on the parameters α, β, and . Notice that the graphs have different scales, since with a uniform scale some of the graphs would not be readable. If = 1, PAL cannot add new states to the planning model, and therefore, planning is useless, and the agent adopts a random walk strategy. Furthermore, the divergence is computed only on a single state. The consequence is that α does not have any effect, since with a single state there is no transition to revise. Instead, the value of β has the effect of (dis)allowing the change of the perception function associated to the single state s 0 . If β = 1, the perception function f (x x x, s 0 ) is not changed and, consequently, the divergence is constant (i.e., it takes its initial value ≈ 5000); with β = 1, instead, the perception function f (x x x, s 0 ) is updated to take into account the observations that the agent accumulates during its random walk, but after short time it converges to a constant value ≈ 13.0. If = 0, PAL tends to generate an eccessive number of states independently from α and β: We get to about 600 states in 800 seconds. In this case PAL learns a domain by decreasing significantly the divergence, which gets below 500 for all the values of α and β. It takes however a long time to complete the tasks, up to 800 seconds, because the model is uselessly accurate. If = 0.5, PAL generates a reasonable number of states. For all the values of α and β, the completion of the task requires much less time than the case of = 0. The best model, i.e., the one closest to our intuition, is the one generated in the case of = 0.5, α = 0.5, and β = 0. It has indeed 25 states, each one corresponding to the 25 rooms in the building, and with transitions taking into account the walls. In this case, the divergence rapidly decreases to values below 100. Moreover, in all cases in which = 0.5, we have divergences much lower than in the case = 0 (please notice the different scale in the two graphs). Finally, we have lower divergences for low values of α (α = 0 and 0.5) than in the case of α = 1, since, as usual, α = 1 does not allow PAL to connect the new states to the old ones.
In conclusion, the experiments show that the new formal framework allows PAL (with a very simple planning algorithm) to learn the abstract model (even from scratch) and, with a reasonable set up of the parameters, to learn coherent models in reasonable time.
Related Work
Our approach shares some similarities with the work on planning by model based reinforcement learning (RL) [13, 22, 6] , especially with approaches defined on abstract discrete models. In [23] planning domains are specified in the action language BC in a hierarchical reinforcement learning setting. In [19] hierarchical abstract machines impose constraints on reinforcement learning. [20] combines symbolic planning techniques with reinforcement learning. In [14] plans are generated by answer set programming, and rein- Figure 3 : Experiments with 5 × 5 building. a, b, and e stand for α, β, and , respectively . forcement learning allows adaptation to a changing environment. [11, 10] adopts a different approach based on model based planning to learn the planning domain directly from execution traces. All the works mentioned above assume that the set of states and the correspondence between continuous data from sensors and states are fixed a priori. Furthermore, after acting, the agent knows exactly the reached state. As a consequence there is no possibility to learn a new state, or to learn to adapt the mapping between perceptions in the real world and states. We, instead, allow to introduce new states at run-time, and to adapt the perception function.
Moreover, we have explicit parameters like α and β in the update trans and update perc functions that we can use to balance how much we trust in an initial model or in the model learned so far.
A complementary approach is pursued in works that plan directly in a continuous space, see, e.g., [1, 17, 4] . In this way there is no need to define a mapping such as the perception function, since there is no abstract discrete model of the world. Such approaches are very suited to address some tasks, e.g., moving a robot arm to a desired position or performing some manipulations. However, we believe that, in several situations, it is conceptually appropriate and practically efficient to perform planning in an abstract discrete state space.
Several approaches to planning for robotics (see Section 7 of [12] for a comprehensive survey) deal with the problem of planning in and learning the environment in which they operate, and they have to deal with the robot ending up in unknown and unexpected states of the world. Some of them make use of an abstract model of the world. However, none of these works provide a formalization of the mapping and of the learning mechanism as we provide in this paper. Works on domain model acquisition focus on the different problem of learning action schema, see, e.g. [9, 15, 5, 18, 24, 16] . Finally, our work has some similarities with planning in hybrid domains (see, e.g., [3] ), since we deal with a discrete model and continuous data coming from sensors. However we do not plan in a hybrid domain, since our plan generation is performed in the discrete space.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have provided a formal framework that supports the incremental construction of an abstract planning domain by learning new states and the mapping between states and real world perceptions. We have provided a planning-acting-learning algorithm that allows an agent to learn a coherent abstract planning model while planning and acting to achieve its goals. We have provided an experimental evaluation that shows how this can be obtained with different learning modalities.
In this paper we focus on deterministic domains; in the future we plan to extend our work to nondeterministic and probabilistic planning domains, e.g., by learning probability distributions on γ. Moreover we plan to integrate in our framework a state-of-the-art on-line planner, and to run experiments on more complex and realistic domains.
